
 

When I Am Hopeless and Alone 
Part 3 of 7 When You Need a Miracle Series 

John 5:1-15 
 

 
Starter: Gym Class – Grade 7 Were you the first picked for a team? If not how did that feel? Do 
you remember ‘Dodge Ball’ (describe the game for those unfamiliar with this particular form of 
‘torture’) – did it feel like you were more of a target than part of a team?  
Does it sometimes feel like God will ‘never pick you’ to heal or deliver? That it is always 
someone else’s turn? Please be open to the truth in the biblical account we will study today. 
 
Discussion points: 

1. Read John 5:1-6 Take a few moments and identify the Setting (time and place) and 
Characters involved in this story.  

2. Ask: What do we know about the invalid in particular? And which of these facts is 
critical to this story? [He had not once made it into the pool ‘first’ and if he had he had 
never been healed --- he was helpless and hopeless; another key observation is that the 
invalid did not know who Jesus was (THE healer)] 

3. Reread John 5:6 and review the Three Things that Opened Up The Possibility Of a 
Miracle In This Man’s Life (1. Jesus SAW him 2. Jesus KNEW his condition and 3. Jesus 
ASKED him a question) 

4. Guess What!!? Read Psalm 139:9-13 Jesus sees you. Read Matthew 6:32b-34a Jesus 
knows your condition and read Matthew 13:15 Jesus has a question for us – Will we be 
healed? 

5. Consider taking a moment here to prayerfully consider what holds us back from a 
“ Yes” ? [Fear; Unforgiveness; Hopelessness; Idleness; Pride; Bitterness; Doubt; 
Unbelief] 

6. Read John 5:7-15 Verse 7 suggests that the invalid had no idea who Jesus was and that 
he had competition in mind (“ I gotta get in there first” ). Contrast this to the compassion 
of Christ and the fact that He was not constrained by this man’s LACK of faith. 
Acknowledge here that the presence of a faith that Christ can heal/deliver is USUALLY a 
prerequisite to His healing [Matthew 9:2, Matt 9:22, Matt 9:29, Matt 17:20…..] 

7. “ Get up!” , “ Pick up your mat!”  and “ Walk”  Discuss how Jesus had the man remove the 
possibility of going back. What might that look like today? 

8. Review the 4 Decisions that assures one continues in the miracle. [1. Decide to reject 
legalism, v. 9b-10 2. Decide to worship, v.11-14a 3. Decide to stop sinning, v.14b and 4. 
Decide to declare the miracle v.15] Ask the group members to identify and share at least 
one of these decisions that they have personally implemented in their own lives to great 
effect. 

 
Diving Deeper: Sin is not always the cause of sickness or bondage but it can be. In verse 14 it 
sounds as if Jesus is almost threatening the healed man. Since that’s not consistent with what 
we know of Jesus’ character what is the alternative? Christ’s compassion compels him to 
warn a beloved child away from the thing that will ultimately destroy. It isn’t a threat (“ If you 
sin again I will ‘undo’ your healing!” ) but rather a warning (“ The wages of sin IS death BUT the 
gift of God is eternal life” ). Are you squandering God’s grace?  


